One of the most fascinating things about the BX Protocol is the wide range of conditions it can treat. These conditions range from well-known conditions such as cancer to more obscure conditions such as Hashimoto’s Disease.

There is a wealth of information available about the science and methods of the BX Protocol. However, to illustrate the variety of conditions treated here is a look at the many individuals who have had great success with the BX Protocol on a variety of conditions.

**CANCER**

Sarah was diagnosed with a Leiomyosarcoma; a deadly and practically untreatable type of cancer. To make things worse this was not her first time dealing with cancer. She decided to try a new approach since the doctors had given up on her.

“The doctors that initially diagnosed me said that it was a death sentence that there was no hope that I was going to die. I was very afraid.”

In an interview almost a year after starting the BX Protocol Sarah talked about how she was feeling. The change in her was tremendous.

“Now I have the energy to take care of my babies. We go on bike rides, we play games. We spend time together and it’s priceless and it’s more than I could ever ask for because that’s what it’s about, that’s what I wanted to...that’s why I’ve been fighting so hard to live is so I can have those moments with my babies. And this has provided me a way to do that.”

Roughly two years after starting on the BX Protocol Sarah shared some fantastic news about her status.

“The cancer marker, it’s called a CA125, when I initially started the BX Protocol it was at 42, and then just a few weeks ago when I received my scans the cancer marker went down to 17 and that’s considered a normal range, and I couldn’t be more grateful for that.”

**AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES**

The BX Protocol seems to have a particularly powerful impact on many autoimmune conditions. The Western model of medicine has had little success accurately identifying or treating most of these conditions. This makes the BX Protocol all the more important for these patients. Here are a few thoughts from patients with a variety of these diseases.

**LYME DISEASE**

Nathan founded a successful construction company and also worked his own private ranch. This required intense physical work nearly every day. On his days off his hobbies included snow and water skiing. All of this ground to a halt when he was hit by Lyme disease.

“I couldn’t work physically just because my muscles and my aches and my skin and my heart and my lungs just wouldn’t allow it.”
“The low point of my disease was around August 2015 and at that point I was in real bad shape, I figured I had probably a month left, maybe two, didn’t want to go any longer. The only things taking me any further were my family and friends.”

Shortly after this point, Nathan’s doctor introduced him to the BX Protocol and his condition started turning around. He has been able to return to work both at his business and working his ranch.

“Since I’ve started taking the BX now I’ve snow skied 40 days this year and I’ve ridden gathering cattle and moving cattle for approximately 14 days straight and those days are from dark to dark.”

“The BX has been a savior for me and my family, just truly happy I found the BX. It was my life saver.”

**HASHIMOTO’S DISEASE**

At the young age of 23, Jami had already been in a very difficult place for several years before she found the BX Protocol.

“I have been dealing with this for 6 years and in the past 6 years, I’ve tried basically everything under the sun. Back home I have probably a whole closet full of random supplements.”

She had to deal with a multitude of debilitating symptoms including fatigue, memory loss, weight gain, gastrointestinal issues and more. The most difficult symptom she had to endure was the loss of cognitive function.

“Cognitively I was very absent, very compromised for a long period of time. To the point where I really couldn’t read anymore. I’d get lost in my hometown or even around my parent’s house once in awhile.”

Less than one year later she experienced a remarkable turnaround. She was engaged and planning a wedding. She was even able to return to work.

“I’m out in the field doing sales, doing what I love, making an income again and able to live the life of a normal 24 year old.”

**LUPUS**

When she was only 12 years old Shelby started to suffer from numerous unusual and life altering symptoms; symptoms of Lupus and Rheumatoid Arthritis. Her mother shared a few thoughts on just how difficult life had become.

“She had lost 30 pounds, she couldn’t walk, she couldn’t button her clothes. She could hardly feed herself or brush her hair. We were carrying her up and down the steps and helping her put on clothes.”

Shelby was just beginning her teenage years and yet she felt like a prisoner in her own body.

“I was pretty much at home all the time. I couldn’t go outside and play Frisbee with my dad which is really what I wanted to do”

Initially, a rheumatologist treated her. The family was given some hope that Shelby would make a recovery on the pharmaceuticals she was taking. However, after four years, Shelby’s mother was told to give up hope.

“When we talked to the rheumatologist…she looked at me and she looked at Shelby and she said you’ll never be off medicine…You need to face the fact that she’s going to need the medicine for the rest of her life.”

Shortly after this visit, the family made the decision to

---
look into alternative treatments. After quite a bit of re-
search, they discovered the BX Protocol. The changes to
Shelby’s life were incredible once she started.

“We decided to go with the BX Protocol…we were on
it for about 6 months and we started to see a huge
change…I was having a lot less symptoms….So we de-
cided to try to start weaning off some medications. My
blood test results were com-
ing back better…and I’m almost completely off my med-
ication to date.”

Shelby went from being nearly bedridden to hiking,
swimming, biking, and horseback riding.

“My quality of life has improved a thousandfold, it’s
been tremendous.”

**RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS**

Emily battled with Rheumatoid Arthritis for nearly
9 years. While she did experience some relief through
pharmaceuticals the medicines all stopped working for
her. She lost more and more function as the years went by.

“It got so bad my husband had to car-
ry me wherever I went. My youngest daugh-
ter she was a baby, and I couldn’t feed her or
hold her. It has taken everything from me.”

“I saw 25 doctors over the 9 years period of time and
none of them could help me they all said I was a mys-
tery or unique.”

At this very low point of her battle, she was introduced
to the BX Protocol. She started to regain function and
take her life back.

“Seven months ago
I was very bedridden
and now I am able to
have a life. I’m able
to go to my kid’s soc-
cer games, football
games, be a part of
their lives.”

“Walking three miles twice a week
now. My daily functions are getting easier.”

“My doctor the other day said that I’m a miracle re-
covery; that he’s surprised how far I’ve come”

**ALLERGIES**

One lesser known benefit of the BX Protocol is its ability
to help with allergies.

Brian was a member who began taking the BX proto-
col in the early sum-
ner when he noticed
something he hadn’t
expected.

“I wasn’t even tak-
ing the BX specifically
for my seasonal aller-
gies, but after about 3
weeks I noticed that they were completely gone.”

“My allergies were never horrible by any means, but
ever since I was a kid I usually had to take a Claritin al-
most every day during the spring and summer. In the
three years since I took the BX I have only taken a few
allergy pills. I don’t have to buy them or make sure to
have them on hand anymore and it’s amazing.”

**PARKINSON’S DISEASE**

There is little that can be done in the realm of pharma-
ceuticals to combat Parkinson’s disease. The drugs that
are available for it are not restorative in nature. They
can only slightly slow the progression and help allevi-
some symptoms.

The BX Protocol, on the other hand, can help not only
reduce the symptoms but actually helps Parkinson’s pa-
tients to regain some of their functionality back.

Steve has found a rewarding career. He loves teaching
children about life through his work on a wildlife ref-
uge. Parkinson’s was
slowly stealing his
career away from
him.

“I lost the abili-
ty to teach. I could
not speak properly,
my brain was not
sending the proper
information to my
mouth so I would know the stuff and my mouth wasn’t
saying it. What I loved in this world the most what I was
put here to do was to teach and I wasn’t able to do it...I
lost clarity of mind, I was living in a cloud.”

After discovering the BX Protocol, Steve was able to
return to his work; teaching the troubled youth who
came to his refuge.

“The BX protocol started to clear that up for me, start-
ed to give me a little clarity of mind and I noticed the
clarity of mind that really helped me in doing what I
needed to do in this world.”
**TYPE II DIABETES**

Jeff’s wife was dying of cancer in the hospital when he administered the BX Energy Catalyst to her. The phenomenal things that happened with her cancer are an amazing story. However, something else incredible happened to her. She had type 2 diabetes and Jeff noticed a positive side effect of the BX Protocol.

“My wife had high blood sugar levels of 230 and 240 and she was getting 100 cc’s of insulin every day pumped into her stomach and after the BX she didn’t need insulin anymore.”

After seeing this happen with his wife Jeff decided to take the BX Energy Catalyst himself. The results surpassed anything he had expected.

“I was diagnosed with type 2 diabetes. I’ve had for the last 10-15 years and I gave myself the BX and it dropped my blood sugar level from 230 to 98 in one night. That was a miracle in itself and I have been off...I was scheduled to go on on insulin myself, not only do I not do insulin, I don’t do anything for diabetes now. And my blood sugar level stays at 109 to 106 every morning when I take the blood sugar levels.”

**CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISORDER**

While there are many more stories and applications of the BX Protocol that could be discussed that last one that will be mentioned here is Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disorder (COPD).

Dan struggled with breathing problems his entire life, but it got to the point where he could tell he was getting close to death. All the medicines that the doctors gave him had stopped working.

“I guess what bothered me about this whole thing was we were all playing a little game. I would tell the doctors that none of this worked and they would give it to me anyway.”

“This is the life I lived. I mean I’d wake up in the mor-ning and I’d say not another day of this, another whole day of not being able to breathe. A lot of days I just said to heck with it I didn’t get dressed I just sat there in the recliner and sucked on oxygen all day.”

“I was about as close to being dead as I can think of without actually being dead. But everything changed with the BX Protocol.”

Nearly 18 months after starting the BX Protocol Dan shared the most exciting part of his journey.

“In 2014 February, it’s my birthday month, and this past February I gave myself the greatest gift of all. I canceled my oxygen service. It was the best birthday gift and the sweetest piece of cake I ever had when that guy tooted all that stuff out of my house.”

His newfound health allowed him to travel again, to spend time with his wife and children, and it gave him nothing short of a new life.

“It not only restored my health, it restored my hope. It brought living back to my life. I’m alive today. Not only am I alive but it’s restoring my health, it’s replenishing my health. I think if you don’t do this you’re turning you back on the greatest opportunity you have to good health. I would have been dead without it.”

These cases are only a small sampling of the conditions the BX can treat and lives it has changed. There are many more testimonials available to be read and watched and many more lives that have been and will be touched.
Hello, I wanted to take the opportunity to write about the case management process here at Delta. My name is Dr. Todd and I love what I do.

Case management is the backbone of the Delta Member program. It provides us with the ability to work with our members through the back office platform to obtain data from the members regarding how they are doing with the BX and to analyze that data for the purposes of creating an administration regime that is tailored to the individual member.

“The program reporting processes are designed to provide the Case Manager an accurate and effective way to analyze progress which helps support the best possible outcome.”

By using the Back Office profile the member is able to maintain communication with the case manager so that we can work to help each other understand what is happening and why. The Symptoms Tracker allows us to have daily records of the changes and trends in the symptoms which helps us to analyze reactions and responses. Then with the aid of the Reaction Reports we are able to track the influences on the body chemistry as well as to track needed imaging and blood reports.

Being able to have the Back Office portal in the Case Management process, affords us the possibility of creating a record of communication between the member and the case manager. This allows for us to refer back to the data and communications so that we are able to more clearly understand the conversations and the problems that may arise. It gives us the ability to cross reference information to better serve all members.

This gives us the opportunity for advancing the protocol for the benefit of all.

No two cases are alike but there are similarities. Having the information from those who have gone before allows me, as a case manager, to share with those who are going through and will be going through the experiences and successes seen by those who went before and how to better repeat those successes.

One of the hardest things to work through are the reactions. Many members will have strong reactions. Through open communication between the members and the case managers, we are able to get the input of all those people working to discover a better way of getting through. This provides us with a great
resource for putting together protocols that will help to alleviate reactions. It also provides the means for members to overcome challenges with greater ease and effect.

For example, a member with chronic fatigue saw great success using certain equipment, the Gen Pulse, on the pituitary and the adrenals. Providing stimulation to these glands allowed for better regulation of hormone secretions which sped the rate of healing dramatically for this individual. Then we were able to have others use this equipment with similar success, thereby helping others through the results of a particular member.

The Back Office portal is a wonderful tool for me as a case manager. It allows me to have success, to communicate with the member, to provide solutions, to better understand what the members are going through and to be able to work with the to create a solution, to overcome. All of this is so important in the process of creating a successful healing journey. As a case manager, I am only as good as the data that I have so the more data, the better I will be at helping members to create a successful outcome.

This journey takes time, effort and faith in the healing processes of the body. With this in mind, we have tried to create a support structure that we are constantly working to improve. There is so much for us to still learn and implement. This journey is still in the beginning with so much left to discover and create. With the use of the Back Office portal by the members on a regular basis, we are better able to create those improvements and to expand the possibilities. Invariably, if a member does not work with the Back Office portal, and provide the data the success is limited. The more that we can exchange, the more that we can share, the more we will all learn and be able to apply to the healing process to create an environment in the body that will allow the soul to thrive and to help us to experience the greatest levels of love and connection to those around us and the world at large.

I love what I do and am excited to be able to continue to work with amazing people in a quest for health, strength and happiness!

To learn more about the BX Protocol view the introduction video by clicking the link above.

To access previous editions of the BX Journal click any of the issues above or visit www.bxprotocol.com.